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Xanthan gum as a water-based
binder for P3-Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2

Silvija Zilinskaite, Nik Reeves-McLaren and Rebecca Boston*

Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, United Kingdom

P3-Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 (P3-NNM) is a promising cathode material for Na-ion

batteries, although large volume expansions during cycling mean that

challenges around suitable binders still remain. This study reports the use of

xanthan gum as a water-soluble, easy to handle, and sustainable biopolymer

binder in conjunction with a P3-Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2-positive electrode material.

The conditions for recovering pristine P3-NNM powders, following water-

based processing, are established, and the electrochemical performance of

cells prepared using the xanthan gum binder are compared to the more

traditional polyvinylidene fluoride. Comparable discharge capacities are

observed regardless of the binder choice, at ca. 115 mA h g−1 (77 mAh g−1

after 50 cycles; 0.1 C between 2.0 and 4.2 V). The xanthan gum binder cells

also show a similar rate capability and slightly higher capacities at faster c-rates

vs. polyvinylidene fluoride, making xanthan gum a viable alternative to the

traditional organic binders for water-stable cathode materials.
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Introduction

Current work on Na-ion batteries often focuses on understanding and enhancing the
properties of promising cathode and anode materials. When these are critical steps on the

route to commercialization, development of novel battery technologies also provides the

opportunity to investigate and implement more sustainable chemicals and electrode
fabrication processes across the broader remit of the cell assembly. Binders, for example,

play a key role in the stability and architecture of electrode materials. However, binders

are not often the central focus for development.
Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) is a commonly used binder in both Li- and Na-ion

batteries due to its electrochemical and thermal stability, and good adhesion between the

current collector and electrode (R.-R. Li et al., 2021a; Lingappan et al., 2021). During cell
fabrication, N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) is usually used as a solvent for PVDF. NMP is

costly and toxic, and PVDF can be difficult to recycle (Versaci et al., 2017; Patra et al.,

2018), making this combination a poor choice for low-cost sustainable batteries from
preparation to recycling. In addition, PVDF may not be an appropriate binder for sodium

ion batteries as it can only accommodate volume changes of 10–15%. If exceeded, the

active particles can become disconnected from the matrix and no longer contribute to
capacity (Chen et al., 2003; Lingappan et al., 2021). Due to the larger size of the Na ion (vs.

Li), many Na-ion materials exhibit a high degree of volume change during cycling (Guerfi
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et al., 2007). This has been shown to impact the performance in,

for example, Si anodes (S. Li et al., 2021b; Lingappan et al., 2021;
Zhao et al., 2021), as the large volume changes can lead to

mechanical failure. Na-layered transition metal oxides can also

exhibit up to 20% volume change, for example, during the P2-O2
transition upon Na deintercalation in P2-Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2

(Yabuuchi et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2021), so PVDF may not be

the optimal binder for these materials. P3-type Na materials are
promising candidates for Na-ion cathodes (J. Liu et al., 2020a; Shi

et al., 2021; Song et al., 2019). However, they exhibit even larger

volume changes and distortions than P2-type materials (Guo
et al., 2016; Zhang, 2019). Binder choice, taking into account the

different requirements of these emergent cathode materials, is

therefore the key to ensuring cell stability and presents an
opportunity to use more environmental friendly and easy-to-

handle materials.

Biopolymer binders are attracting increasing attention as
alternatives to PVDF due to the large number of functional

groups (e.g., hydroxyls and carboxyl), which can lead to good

adhesion between active material, conductive additives, and
current collector (Versaci et al., 2017; Y.-Y. Zhang et al.,

2019). PVDF binds to the electrode components by weak van
der Waals forces, which are relatively weak compared to other

chemical bonds (Cholewinski et al., 2021). However, polymers

such as xanthan gum have plenty of functional groups like
hydroxyl groups (-OH) and carboxylic groups (-COOH) that

are able to form hydrogen bonds with different components,

which are stronger than van derWaals forces (Wang et al., 2022).
In addition, the hydrogen bonding is able to “self-heal”, hence the

ability to accommodate significant volume changes during

cycling (Li et al., 2017; S. Li et al., 2021b).
Biopolymers such as guar gum, xanthan gum, and sodium

alginate have been used as binders in P2-Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 (P2-

NNM) (Y.-Y. Zhang et al., 2019), where it was found that
electrodes exhibited a better cycling stability and faster rate

capability than PVDF. Many biopolymers are water soluble

and so are significantly easier to handle than PVDF. There are
challenges in applying these to sodium ion batteries. However, as

many electrode materials easily take up water due to the larger

alkali interlayer spacing (Y. Zhang et al., 2020b; Zhou et al.,
2019), it results in the formation of the birnessite-type phase.

This phase is detrimental because it can affect morphology where

cracks and gliding can be induced in the crystallites, particularly
the 00l plane where the Na layers are located (Zuo et al., 2020).

There can also be side reactions between water and electrolyte, as

well as blocking diffusion pathways of Na+ diffusion and leeching
of Na from active material to form electrochemically inactive

phases (Han et al., 2016; Y. Zhang et al., 2019).

Xanthan gum (XG) is a naturally derived polysaccharide,
produced by the bacterium Xanthomonas campestris, and is

used in food, cosmetic, and pharmaceutical industries (Song

et al., 2006). It contains (1,4)-β-D-glucose units with
trisaccharide side chains, containing numerous -OH and

-COOH groups, and is water soluble. These functional

groups act as bonding sites for the active material, carbon,
and current collector in electrodes, ensuring good contact and

coverage and creating a more comprehensive conduction

network (S. Li R.-R. et al., 2021). The structure of XG also
provides lone pair of electrons, so it is possible that XG can

improve the conduction of electrons in the electrode. Previous

work has used XG as a binder to fabricate P2-NNM cells (Y.-Y.
Zhang et al., 2019). Initial capacity was measured as 86.7 mAh

g−1 (between 1.5 and 4.3 V at 1 C), only falling to 75.4 mAh g−1

after 300 cycles. When initially showing a similar discharge
capacity, cells fabricated using a PVDF binder dropped to

6.8 mAh g−1 after 300 cycles, demonstrating the significant

advantages afforded by the XG binder. The improvement in
cycle stability was attributed to XG facilitating fast Na+

diffusion and inhibiting manganese dissolution (Y.-Y.

Zhang et al., 2019). XG was also used to fabricate LiFePO4

(LFP) cathodes, where this time, the use of XG improved the

rate capability: with the XG binder, the discharge capacity was

ca. 80 mAh g−1 vs. ca. 50 mAh g−1 using PVDF, both at 5 C (He
et al., 2017). Similar results were observed with a locust bean

gum binder in LiFePO4 and Li4Ti5O12 (Jakóbczyk et al., 2021).
In all of these cases, the biopolymers/polysaccharides reduce

both charge transfer resistance and polarization, which is

beneficial for cycling at faster rates. Biopolymers, therefore,
represent attractive alternatives to the existing organic

binders.

Of the Na-ion cathode materials studied to date, one of the
most promising is P2-Na2/3Ni2/3Mn2/3O2 (P2-NNM). NNM

can also form the P3-type structure, although this can be

difficult to access via traditional synthetic methods (Lee
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2013; Wen et al., 2015; L. Zhang

et al., 2020b). Both P2- and P3-NNM structures, shown in

Supplementary Figure S1 using Delmas notation (Delmas et al.,
1980), show negligible structural change on storage under

ambient conditions or after immersion in water (Y. Zhang

et al., 2020b; Y.-Y. Zhang et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019), making
them good candidates for use with the water-based binders. As

P3-NNM can be synthesized at lower temperatures, it is a

potentially more sustainable alternative to P2-NNM (Lee
et al., 2017; L. Zhang et al., 2020b; Zilinskaite et al., 2018),

with equivalent or a slightly better specific capacity (Wen et al.,

2015; L. Zhang et al., 2020b; Zheng et al., 2018).
In this study, we investigated the stability of P3-NNM under

ambient conditions and understood the practical requirements

for controlling/removing hydrated phases, as a precursor to use
with the water-soluble binders. We then compared the cycling

stability and rate capability of P3-NNM electrodes prepared

using XG and PVDF. It was found that the choice of the
binder had a negligible impact on the measured capacity or

cycling stability, indicating that water exposure during electrode

preparation with XG does not negatively impact electrochemical
performance.
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Methods

Materials and synthesis

P3-NNM was synthesized by dextran biotemplating, as
reported previously (Zilinskaite et al., 2018). The reagents

were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (UK) with 98+% purity

and used without further treatment. P3-NNM was synthesized
by first mixing stoichiometric amounts of sodium acetate, nickel

acetate tetrahydrate, and manganese acetate tetrahydrate,

dissolved in distilled water. Dextran (Mr = 70,000) was then
added to the solution, which was mixed until dextran had

dissolved and then dried at 80°C in air atmosphere. The

resulting amorphous metal ion-organic composite was
calcined in a muffle furnace at a heating rate of 10°C/min to

650°C, held for 2 h in an air atmosphere.

Characterization

X-ray diffraction (XRD) used a PANalytical Aeris powder

diffractometer with Ni-filtered Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å).
Phase analysis used the International Centre for Diffraction Data

PDF-4+ database, 2020 edition, and SIeve + software. The

samples for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were
prepared by using affixing powder on a carbon tape and

sputter-coated with a thin layer of gold. SEM was also

conducted on prepared electrodes, which were also affixed
onto the tape with no sputtering of gold. The samples were

investigated using a Philips Inspect F50 SEM. Pawley refinement

was conducted on HighScore software (PANalytical) to calculate
the lattice parameters. The data were calibrated for peak position

errors using the NIST 640e silicon standard reference material.

Electrochemistry

Electrodes were prepared by mixing 80 wt% active material,

10 wt% binder, and 10 wt% carbon (Timical Super C65, MTI).

For the PVDF binder, sufficient volume of 1-methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (anhydrous 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) was added and

mixed thoroughly using a Thinky ARE-250 Mixer until the

PVDF was fully dissolved. For xanthan gum, the powders
were instead mixed by pestle and mortar with distilled water.

The resulting slurries were then cast onto carbon-coated

aluminum foil using a micrometer adjustable doctor blade.
The coated foils were dried under vacuum at 80°C, before

calendaring using a rolling mill (MTI, MSK-HRP-MR100DC).

Stainless steel coin cells (2032) were assembled in a dry Ar-
filled glovebox (MBraun). The cells were constructed using the

following layering sequence: a stainless steel spacer was placed

first, then a freshly punched sodium disc rolled from sodium
ingot (99.8%, Alfa Aesar), then a glass fiber separator (GF/F

Whatman) soaked in electrolyte solution (1.0 mol L−1 NaPF6 in

EC: DEC (1:1 v/v %), Fluorochem), and then the working

electrode of interest, before being crimped closed.
Galvanostatic tests used a Maccor Series 4000 Battery Cycler

in a 25°C climate-controlled chamber. The cells were first left

under open circuit conditions to rest for 4 h before cycling at
various voltage ranges (between 1.5 and 4.5 V) and rates

(between 0.1 and 2 C) vs. Na/Na+. Cyclic voltammetry (CV)

was conducted using a Maccor Series 4300 Battery Cycler at a
scan rate of 0.1 mV s−1 over two potential ranges, from 2.0 to

4.5 V and 1.5 to 4.1 V. All references to potential and voltage are

relative to the Na/Na+ reference.

Results and discussion

Before preparing electrodes, the stability of the as-prepared

P3-NNM powder in ambient and near ambient conditions was
tested. Comparison of X-ray diffraction data for the freshly

prepared (Figure 1A) and stored (3-months in a desiccator,

Figure 1B) specimens show no obvious structural changes nor
the development of additional Bragg reflections, indicating that

there was no detectable formation of hydrated phases following

long-term storage of specimens under relatively dry conditions.
In each instance, the observed Bragg reflections were indexed to

FIGURE 1

XRD data for P3-NNM (A) freshly prepared (black) and (B)

after storage in a desiccator for 3 months (red). Secondary phases
are indicated using a filled circle (NiO) or star (hydrated phase)
symbol.
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P3-NNM (PDF card 04-016-7123) with a small quantity of NiO,
Figure 1, typical in synthetic studies of materials with this or

similar compositions (Lee et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2016; J. Zhang

et al., 2019). Longer-term ambient storage, outside a desiccator
where humidity is greater was also investigated. Figure 2A shows

the XRD pattern of P3-NNM stored in ambient conditions for

4 months, and additional Bragg reflections of low intensity are
observed here, indexed to the formation of a hydrated phase (Zuo

et al., 2020). This is indicative of water molecules inserting into

the structure, increasing the c-axis layer spacing forming a
birnessite-type phase (Zuo et al., 2020), similar to the previous

work (Lu andDahn, 2001; Y. Zhang et al., 2020b). The ratio of the

hydrated phase to the main phase in our work, however, is lower
than that reported previously, indicating that P3-NNMmay have

a better ambient stability than other reported compositions, (e.g.,

Na2/3Fe1/9Ni1/6Mn2/3O2, Na2/3Co1/9Ni1/6Mn2/3O2, and Na2/

3MnO2) (Y. Zhang et al., 2020b, 2019; Zuo et al., 2020).

For use with an XG binder, the electrode powders need to be

stable on immersion in water (vs. long term storage). Figure 2B
shows the XRD pattern of pristine, dry P3-NNM powder (stored

under vacuum at 120°C), followed by immersion in water and

subsequent drying at 80°C in air, as shown in Figure 2C. Here, we
observe that small hydration peaks do emerge, in contrast to

previous work which showed P3-NNM to be stable when

immersed in water (Zhou et al., 2019). Hence, it is important
to dry the material at higher temperatures and under vacuum to

ensure that it is fully dehydrated. Pawley refinement was

conducted on a specimen that was immersed in water and
then dried at 80°C, as shown in Supplementary Figure S2.

Lattice parameters were obtained for P3-NNM and its

hydrated analogs, as shown in Supplementary Table S1. There
was minimal difference in the a-axis, with values of 2.88 and

2.89 Å, respectively. The hydrated P3-NNM has a c-axis of

20.93 Å, which is significantly larger than the pristine layered
oxide, (16.85 Å, Supplementary Table S1). The significant shift of

the 00l plane to lower angles is due to the insertion of water

molecules in the Na layer, as found in many other similar
materials (Lu and Dahn, 2001; Y. Zhang et al., 2020b; Zuo

et al., 2020).

There are various factors that can affect the stability of these
layered structures in ambient conditions. In P2-NNM, it has been

shown that superlattice ordering prevents water intercalation due

to strong coupling between adjacent TmO2 layers and surface
adsorption energy of water that is dependent on Tm (Lu and

Dahn, 2001; Y. Zhang et al., 2020b). The superlattice structure

occurs when there is ordering of Ni and Mn in the Tm layers.
Such ordering is possible in the P3 polymorph due to the 1/3:2/

3 Ni to Mn ratio (Lu et al., 2000), hence giving a possible reason
for the stability of P3-NNM in aqueous conditions (Zhou et al.,

2019). Superlattice ordering can sometimes be resolved using

X-rays. P2-type materials such as P2-Na2/3Ni1/3-xCuxMn2/3O2

and P2-Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 have exhibited peaks ca. 27.2° and

28.3° 2θ (Cu Kα radiation), which were attributed to in-plane

sodium/vacancy ordering (Zheng et al., 2017; Dang et al., 2019),
which is affected by ordering of transition metals in the TM

layers, as Na prefers to occupy sites around Ni (L. Zhang et al.,

2020a). There are no obvious signs of small peaks in this region
or other additional peaks in Figures 1, 2. However, since Ni and

Mn can be difficult to differentiate using X-rays, superlattice

ordering may require neutron diffraction to be fully resolved (Lu
et al., 2000).

Superlattice ordering can be destroyed by substituting other

elements such as Co and Fe, causing the material to be less stable
in air and/or water (Lu and Dahn, 2001). Some materials that

demonstrate water stability in ambient conditions do not

necessarily have superlattice ordering. Alternatively, materials
that have shown water stability have Mn valency close to +4 or

those with relatively higher redox potentials or high degree of

crystallinity (Zuo et al., 2020). There has been a study on
reducing superlattice ordering of P3-NNM, which was

achieved by the synthesis method used; however, water

stability was not investigated (L. Zhang et al., 2020b). In this
case, we postulate that biotemplated P3-NNM may have a

disordered TM arrangement, or is less crystalline due to the

short calcination time. Hence, small amounts of the hydrated
phase forms after a while in ambient conditions. With longer

calcination time, crystallinity and TM ordering may increase,

which may lead to better stability in ambient and water
conditions.

FIGURE 2

XRD data for P3-NNM after (A) storage in a cupboard for
4 months (black), (B) dried in a vacuum oven for 4 days at 120°C
(red), (C) immersed in water for 2 days and dried for 1 day at 80°C
(green), and (D) then finally dried in a vacuum oven for 7 days
at 120°C (blue). Additional Bragg reflections from secondary
phases are indicated using a filled circle (NiO) or star (hydrated
phase) symbol.
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It is possible to convert the hydrated phase back into the

original P3-NNM phase, as demonstrated in similar materials

(Lu and Dahn, 2001). After drying in a vacuum oven at 120°C,
Figure 2D shows that the reflection(s) indexed to the

hydrated phase have been completely removed, and it

appears that the pristine cathode material is recovered.
First, this indicates that the hydration of P3-NNM appears

to be fully reversible and second gives insight into the

conditions required to use water-based binders with P3-
NNM, that is, once the binder is incorporated, the

electrode tapes must be dried under vacuum at ≥ 120°C to

fully dehydrate.

SEM was conducted to examine the impact of water on
crystallite morphology. Figures 3A,B show the SEM images of

P3-NNM powder specimens as prepared (3a) and following

immersion in water and subsequent drying at 80°C until excess
water has evaporated before vacuum drying at 120°C (b). There

is no obvious sign of intragrain cracks or layer glide, which has

been found in other materials after exposure to water (Zuo
et al., 2020). The higher magnification images in

FIGURE 3

SEM images of P3-NMM (A) freshly prepared (B) powder immersed in water and then dried at 80°C to remove excess water before drying at
120°C under vacuum; (C) secondary electron image of a P3-NNM cathode prepared using PVDF and (D) corresponding BSE image; (E) secondary
electron image of a P3-NNM cathode prepared using XG and (F) corresponding BSE image.
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Supplementary Figure S3 also show no observable difference

pre- and post-water immersion. If water intercalation did any

lasting damage, to the extent that electrochemical performance
would be affected, it would likely be evident even after drying

under vacuum at 120°C. As shown in our previous study, the

biotemplating synthetic process produces agglomerated
particles of P3-NNM with individual average particle sizes

in the range of 100–200 nm (Zilinskaite et al., 2018), which can

be observed in Figures 3A,B. Such morphologies have been
found in other dextran-templated materials (Walsh et al.,

2003). Particle agglomeration has been shown to increased

charge transfer resistances due to the abundance of
particle–particle interface (Hu et al., 2004; Y. Liu et al.,

2020b; Stein et al., 2016), and so this may have a deleterious

impact on electrochemical performance. Figures 3C,D show
secondary and backscattered electron (BSE) images of the

cathode prepared using the PVDF binder. Figure 3C clearly

shows evidence of particle agglomeration, and regions of
lighter contrast in the BSE image shown in Figure 3D can

be attributed to the P3-NNM phase with darker regions to the

carbon and binder. The same agglomeration is seen when the
sample is prepared using XG in Figures 3E,F, indicating that

the two binders are forming electrodes with similar

architecture. This shows that agglomeration is due to the
synthesis method rather than electrode fabrication. There

are cracks in both the cathodes on the macroscale and are

likely due to over calendaring and/or during sample
preparation for SEM. Since there are fairly large

agglomerates, when the electrodes are being calendared,

crack propagation is likely to occur and there is nothing to
keep the particles together. This is something that needs

optimizing in terms of calendaring and potentially weight

fraction of binder, as XG is more viscous than PVDF (He

et al., 2017).
Cells containing working electrodes fabricated using either

PVDF or xanthan gum as the binder were cycled

galvanostatically over 50 charge–discharge cycles at rates of
0.1 C over the potential range 2–4.2 V (as per common testing

regimes reported in the literature for P3-NNM) or over extended

ranges to lower (1.5 V) and/or higher (4.5 V) potential limits at
0.1 and/or 1 C charge rates in order to accentuate the effects from

any degradation mechanisms, with the resulting discharge

capacities plotted in Figures 4A,B. Irrespective of voltage
range, there is no significant difference in the cycling stability

between cells that use XG or the PVDF binder. At 2.0–4.2 V,

initial discharge capacities of ca. 115 mAh g−1 were observed. In
both cases when cycled between 1.5 and 4.5 V, P3-NNM

exhibited initial discharge capacities in excess of 200 mAh g−1,

higher than the theoretical capacity for P3-NNM of 173 mAh g−1,
irrespective of the binder. This higher measured capacity could

be due to a variety of additional contributions such as oxygen

redox which is normally seen above 4 V (Kim et al., 2020; Wang
et al., 2019; Y. Zhang et al., 2020a) and Mn redox below 2 V

(Hong et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019), both of which have been seen

in similar materials but not thoroughly studied in P3-NNM. This
high initial capacity is also observed for cells cycled between

2.0 and 4.5 V at a faster rate of 1 C, as shown in Figure 4B. The

higher capacity could also be due to electrolyte degradation,
where oxidation of NaPF6 in EC: DEC (1:1 v/v) is seen to start at

3.7 V for the first few cycles (Ould et al., 2021).

Figure 5A shows the voltage profiles of P3-NNM with XG
and Figure 5B with PVDF. Both profiles show the same plateaus

FIGURE 4

Cycling performance on P3-NNM with either the XG or PVDF binder (A) cycled at different voltages at 0.1 C and (B) at 1 C.
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FIGURE 5

Voltage profiles of the first, second, tenth, and twentieth galvanostatic charges (dashed lines) and discharges (solid lines) for biotemplated P3-
NNM cycled at 0.1 C between 1.5 and 4.5 V, where the working electrode was made using (A) XG and (B) PVDF binders.

FIGURE 6

Cyclic voltammograms recorded at 0.1 mV s−1 for cells containing P3-NNM with (A,C) XG and (B,D) PVDF. Cells were cycled between (A,B)

2.0 and 4.5 V or between (C,D) 1.5 and 4.1 V.
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on discharge at ca. 1.9, 3.3, 3.6, and 4.1 V. The most prominent

plateaus are around 1.9 and 4.1 V; however, they quickly fade
upon subsequent cycles. A plateau at 4.1 V upon charge can be

attributed to the P3-O3 phase transition (J. Liu et al., 2020a; Shi

et al., 2021), associated with the shrinkage of the a-b plane of
TmO2 layers and at 1.9 V upon discharge is due to a P3-P3’

transition, with an increase in number of Na atoms (Zhang,

2019). The P3-O3 phase transition is associated with a large
change in the unit cell volume; however, effects of this phase

transition are not as well-understood as the P2-O2 transition in

P2-NNM (Guo et al., 2016). In P2-NNM, the phase transition at
high voltages has been associated with intergranular cracking (K.

Wang et al., 2018), as well as sluggish Na+-ion migration kinetics

as the diffusion coefficient decreases in the O2-type phase (Liu
et al., 2019). It may be because similar phenomena occur during

the P3-O3 phase transition as well (Zhang, 2019). The other

plateaus at 3.3 and 3.6 V can be attributed to different Na+/
vacancy ordering, as noted for the P2-NNM polymorph in the

literature (Lee et al., 2013; P. F. Wang et al., 2018). Both the

cathodes prepared with XG and PVDF show a similar rate of
plateau degradation.

Cyclic voltammograms were collected for cells using
electrodes made with XG (Figures 6A,C) and PVDF (Figures

6B,D) binders. The findings are broadly similar, regardless of

binder choice, with five main redox pairs at the anodic/cathodic
voltages of around 4.3/4.0, 3.7/3.4, 3.3/3.1, 3.2/3.0, and 2.2/1.8 V.

The samples prepared with XG have an additional cathodic peak

at 3.8 V when cycled between 2.0 and 4.5 V, as shown in
Figure 6A, which is not observed in the samples containing

PVDF, as shown in Figure 6C. This could be due to water,

causing side reactions with the electrolyte which needs to be
confirmed. In Figure 6D, NNM-PVDF shows an additional small

cathodic peak at 3.6 V when cycled between 1.5 and 4.1 V, which

decreases in intensity upon subsequent cycles, although the cause
of this peak is also unknown. It is apparent here that the CV

peaks at 4.3/4.0 V diminish with repeated cycling to 4.5 V, and so

these factors could be contributing to fast capacity fade, as shown
in Figure 4A (blue data points). Further investigation is needed to

determine the degradation mechanism at higher voltages for P3-

NNM, to deconvolute potential oxygen redox and the P3-O3
phase transition. This is because oxygen redox and such phase

transitions occur at similar potentials, in least for the P2 form of

this composition and for other P3 structures with similar
stoichiometries (Kim et al., 2020; J. Liu et al., 2020; Zhang,

2019; Y. Zhang et al., 2020a).

The three pairs of peaks at intermediate potentials all show
similar behavior irrespective of the binder and have all been

associated in reported studies with the Ni2+/Ni3+/Ni4+ redox

activity for P2-NNM (Lee et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019), and
when this is less well-studied for the P3 polymorph, it is

reasonable that similar behavior is followed. The redox

activity occurring at lower potentials, ca. 2 V, can be
attributed to the Mn3+/4+ redox couple, similar to reports on

P2-NNM (Gutierrez et al., 2018; Wen et al., 2015; Y.-Y. Zhang

et al., 2019). In our experiments, with an extended lower voltage

cutoff (1.5 V), greater initial discharge capacities were observed,
along with faster capacity fading, as shown in Figure 4A. This

could be due to the formation of Jahn–Teller active Mn3+, which

may lead to local structural distortions and also is prone to
disproportion to form Mn2+ and Mn4+, where the former is liable

to dissolution into the electrolyte (Wen et al., 2015; Hong et al.,

2019). With significant volume change, fresh surface can be
exposed, where further dissolution of Mn can occur, leading

to poor cycle stability (Hong et al., 2019; K. Wang et al., 2018).

This is an ongoing discussion, however, with some contradictory
results in previously published studies. For example, some studies

on P3-NNM have shown no Mn redox activity at low potentials,

while the Mn3+/4+ redox activity has been reported in work on
other very similar compositions, such as P3-

Na0.67Ni0.2Mn0.8O2.(Zhang, 2019) (Kim et al., 2020). Further

investigation is merited in this area.
Figure 7 compares the rate capability of cathodes with

different binders cycled between 2.0 and 4.5 V. Cells using

each type of binder showed comparable performance at
different C-rates, although discharge capacities are slightly

higher for the XG-bound electrodes at all charge rates,

especially at 2 C. This could be due to XG potentially aiding
conduction of electrons, thus reducing charge transfer resistance

(Y.-Y. Zhang et al., 2019). The full potential of XG may not be

realized here as the SEM images show fairly large agglomerates.
This leads to increased charge transfer resistance where there are

particles that are not in contact with the conductive material and

the binder. This can affect the kinetics in battery materials as
there can be poor conductivity and transport on the alkali ions

FIGURE 7

Rate capability of P3-NNM when using xanthum gum (black
circles) or PVDF (red triangles) as the binder. Cells are cycled
galvanostatically between 2.0 and 4.5 V.
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(X. Zhang et al., 2019). Because of this, aggregation has been

shown to negatively impact rate capability (Stein et al., 2016; X.
Zhang et al., 2019).

From the data presented, it is clear that exposure to water

does not have negative impact on key metrics of electrochemical
performance for the P3-NNM powder. The use of either PVDF

or XG as binders leads to comparable cycling performance and

stability and similar rate capability, regardless of the voltage
range of cycling. P3-NNM is, therefore, a good candidate for

water-based binders, such as xanthan gum, which offers

significant possible benefits in handling and safety through the
elimination of toxic solvents such as NMP, without

compromising electrochemical performance.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated that P3-Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 (P3-NNM)

is relatively stable under standard ambient conditions and on
immersion on water and that while the limited formation of

hydrated phases may occur, these are easily reversible on mild

heating under vacuum, with no impact on electrochemical
performance. This suggests that P3-NNM is a suitable candidate

material for the development of water-based binders. Electrodes

using the xanthan gum binder P3-NNM show similar
microstructures and comparable performance to those fabricated

using PVDF, which requires dissolution in 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidone,

generally considered to be toxic and difficult to handle. On cycling at
0.1 C between 2.0 and 4.2 V, both the electrodes prepared with XG

and PVDF exhibited initial discharge capacities of ca. 115 mAh g−1

and after 50 cycles exhibited a capacity of 77 mAh g−1. When the
voltage range was extended to 1.5–4.5 V, both exhibited initial

discharge capacities of ca. 210 mAh g−1, although the theoretical

capacity is 173 mAh g−1, with poor capacity retention (41%) after
50 cycles, likely attributable to oxygen andMn redox and electrolyte

oxidation. Xanthan gum represents a realistic and easily

implementable water-based binder for P3-NNM, offering a
timely pathway toward improved sustainability of battery

fabrication without the loss of performance.
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